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ABSTRACT 
 

“Dalit short stories” are the majority loved abstract type of many “Dalit” & “non-Dalit” authors. 
“Dalit short stories” showed up as an end product of “Jehad” alongside to “social Varna” framework & 
slaughters. “Dalit short stories” have endeavored to lay out “social” qualities and uncover specific secret 
angles. “Dalit short stories” are vivid of the displeasure and rebel alongside foul play in a commendably 
unobtrusive way. Essayists of “Dalit short stories” might be separated into two gatherings - one 
comprising of conceived “Dalits” & the other involving authors who are “non-Dalits”. Numerous short 
stories through the “non-Dalit” journalists have fizzled for need of harmony between the substance & the 
truth, as well as some have demonstrated inadequate for simple documentation of realities, while 
essayists who are conceived “Dalits” have themselves gone through the “Dalits” torments & miseries 
either straightforwardly or then again in a roundabout way, and henceforth they have an edge over the 
others. 
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Introduction 

“Dalit short stories” is the majority loved artistic type of “Dalit” journalists. Numerous “Marathi” & 
Gujarati Dalit” authors have given the masterfully incredible short stories. “Dalit short stories” are to be 
sure engaging, as far as topics and story procedures. “Dalit short stories” showed up as a result of the 
‘jehad’ alongside the “social Varna framework” and slaughters. “Dalit Literature” is remarkably Indian as it 
is a side-effect of an insidious station framework that has been flourishing in this country for many years. 
Albeit the constitution of India has nullified the station framework, it actually waits in varying backgrounds 
with its grip as firm as could be expected in the personalities of individuals. Pretty much it is like the 
subjugation in America & politically-sanctioned racial segregation in Africa. The writing that emerges as 
an explosion against the Indian standing framework is known as “Dalit Literature”. These writing attempts 
to uncover the barbarities looked by the dalits as well as voice the indignation that bubbles inside them 
as a response to these biases. The current paper endeavors to show the portrayal of such voices and the 
battles of dalits. Any work created through the “Dalit” author can’t be known as “Dalit” fiction. The work 
known as “Dalit” fiction, it isn’t adequate that it can be composed through a “Dalit” author. The topic of 
composing & the cognizance hidden it are very pinnacle of significance. Just the work composed through 
“Dalit” scholars can know be as “Dalit” writing that concerns “Dalits” & is motivated through the “Dalit” 
development. It should contain Ambedkar’s thought as well as a possibility that shows “Dalit” the 
sensation of self-esteem as well as a language of privileges & qualifications. While discussing the 
significance of “Dalit short stories Dr. Mohan Parmar” believes:  
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“We really want to move toward the class of the short stories and the novel in the event that we 
wish to achieve a “social” upheaval or abrogate unbending traditions. It is all the more so the clever which 
gives plentiful extension for the foundation of the upsides of human existence. The short stories then 
again are more powerful taking everything into account.” (Parmar: 179) 

Authors of “Dalit short stories” might be isolated into two gatherings - one comprising of 
conceived “Dalits” & other involving essayists who are “non-Dalits”. Majority short stories through “non-
Dalit” scholars have fizzled for need of harmony between the substance & the truth, as well as some 
have demonstrated ineffectual for simple documentation of realities, while essayists who are conceived 
“Dalits” themselves have gone through the “Dalits” torments & miseries either straightforwardly or in a 
roundabout way, and consequently they are having an edge to others. The prevailing topics in “Marathi & 
Guajarati Dalit short stories” are the mission for character, distance and related occasions. Fight 
alongside treachery, abuse of “Dalits” through savarnas, inapproachability, “social” separation, the battle 
to make two closes meet are altogether inescapable aspects of “Dalit short stories”. Nonetheless, it is the 
“Dalit” arousing which is the directing power. It would not be a misrepresentation saying that majority 
“Dalit short stories” are destinations of outrage and dissent conveyed through a particular area & 
language. A focal episode of outrage caused upon a weak “Dalit” through the savarana, the provincial 
district of “vas” / “basti” “(separate quarters for untouchables)” & lingos stand as signs of a decent, 
credible “Dalit short stories”. 

Dalit: A Prologue 

“Dalit” (“oppressed or broken”) is anything but another word. Clearly it was utilized during the 
1930s as a “Hindi and Marathi interpretation of Discouraged Classes”, the term the British utilized for 
what are currently called the “Scheduled Castes (SC)”. In 1930 there was a Depressed Class paper 
distributed in Pune called “Dalit Bandu” (“Friend of Dalits”) (Pradhan, 1986:125). The word was 
additionally utilized by “B.R. Ambedkar” in his talks in “Marathi”. In The Untouchables, distributed in 1948, 
“Ambedkar” picked the term “B - men”, an English interpretation of “Dalit”, to allude to the first progenitors 
of the Untouchables because of reasons which probably been plainly obvious in light of the fact that he 
didn’t clarify them. The Dalit Panthers, an association shaped by the dalits in April, 1972 in Bombay is an 
association which takes its pride and motivation from the Black Panther Party of the United States. The 
Dalit Panthers resuscitated the term “Dalit” and in their 1973 statement extended its referents to 
incorporate the Scheduled Tribes, “neo-Buddhists, the functioning individuals, the landless and 
unfortunate laborers, ladies, and every one of the people who are being taken advantage of strategically, 
monetarily and for the sake of religion” (Omvedt, 1995:72). There has in this manner been a limited 
definition, in view of the rule of station alone, and a more extensive one to envelop every one of those 
viewed as either correspondingly positioned or regular partners. Since the mid 1970s, the word has come 
into progressively more extensive utilization in the press and in like manner speech where it is ordinarily 
utilized in the first, smaller, standing based sense. 

Dalit: Short Stories 

In that capacity, “Dalit short stories” have endeavored to lay out “social” qualities and expose 
specific secret viewpoints. The declaration of the traditions, the lifestyle also the expectations and 
yearnings of the “Dalit” people group give shape to an alternate world through and through. Regardless, 
“Dalit short stories” are vivid of the annoyance and rebel alongside bad form in a commendably 
unobtrusive way. The recent thirty years have observed the achievement of “Marathi & Gujarati Dalit 
short stories”; the reason can be credited to the development of the short stories from the conventional 
shape to novel trial and error. The “Dalit” author today is completely involved in attempting to look at the 
different conceivable outcomes of introducing  short stories in an inventive way, through tolerating the 
significance of the occasion and the person rather than darkening the occasion; such endeavors have 
accomplished realization as should be visible today. 

Writing by the Dalits has today turned into a powerful apparatus for projecting their personality, 
by giving basic experiences on the subject of Dalit personality, their writing projects their exploitation and 
social subjection which no other composing could do as unpretentiously and as distinctly. The 
composition of the Dalits is straightforwardly or in a roundabout way connected up with the social, 
political and social ethos of the Dalits, but this writing doesn’t comprise a homogenous or brought 
together element. There are different flows and propensities, which these scholars use to voice their 
outrage and dissent. This writing appears to underline the monetary construction as essential and 
important and it appears to be that their personality issue is situated inside a bigger grid of the market 
economy. This writing embodies how relations of disparity and predominance are basically administered 
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by constructions of financial and political power and not simply or altogether by the social powers. The 
writing that we will examine subsumes the compositions of different areas inside the Dalit crease 
including Muslims and Christians and Buddhist whose changed strict status has not protected them from 
social disparities and embarrassments emerging out of their prior low-station beginning. This writing 
taken from the Dalits of Gujarat (western Indian state) shows apparently that their social area is vital and 
it empowers them to catch the profundity of their social reality. This writing is stubborn on utilizing a 
totally different symbolism and is established in encounters and discernments that make this symbolism 
set of the hardness of the others also the underestimation of oneself. 

Necessities at this crossroads to be familiar with the definition of the “Dalit short stories” 
structure. However “Dalit short stories” are important for Indian writing, there are a few qualities which 
make them not quite the same as standard Indian writing. Unmistakable “Dalit” essayist “Dr. Mohan 
Parmar” pinpoints the qualities which are unconventional to “Dalit short stories” unaccompanied in his 
examination article as below: 

“Dalit presence and lifestyle. Articulation of essential issues of Dalits in setting of the topical 
substance. Discourse standards of conduct and customs as well as customs of Dalits through portrayal. 
Dalit reasonableness and logical significance of the whole work.” (Parmar: 184) 

There is a principal contrast between standard short stories and “Dalit short stories”. “Dalit short 
stories”; their classifications are unique. The opinions of the “Dalit” local area, the sentiments, and the 
“social”, monetary, “political & social” issues of the “Dalits” possess the all-important focal point in 
“Marathi” also “Gujarati Dalit short stories”. The assignment of “Dalit short stories” is to tidy society up of 
spider webs, assemble “social” change and take on new qualities. “Dalit” writing has had the option to 
impact a notable turn through saying goodbye to strange notion utilized openly in conventional writing, 
revolting alongside inflexibility, caste is m and imbalance, taking a stab at the government assistance of 
the average person and society which is casteless also uncouth, throwing away all that is wanton and 
worn out and through taking on a logical demeanor. These combine to shape the meaning of “Dalit” 
writing in the current setting. 

Combination inside the prevailing design is a difficulty and no measure of individual up gradation 
can achieve even an exposed insignificant of uniformity that the Dalits take a stab at. The chains of the 
even design of society are so closely knit that any fantasy about breaking these and climbing onto an 
upward stepping stool is incomprehensible. Inside this furrowed nexus of ruthless characterizing, the 
dalits don’t track down adequate admittance to one or the other regular or HR. In spite of the 
decentralization and democratization of force the Dalits are no in an ideal situation and as “Runciman 
(1966)” calls attention to, this questions the legitimacy of the idea of relative hardship which essentially 
surmises the impression of differentiating what is going on, even at the most base level. Concentrates on 
understanding the Dalit development as far as relative hardship and social versatility assisted with 
uncovering the job of ranks and acquired status that have for long impacted the hoarding of the 
accessible positions by the upper standings which saw station versatility as perilous what’s more 
problematic of the social texture. It is in this setting that reviews laying out an association between the 
Dalit development and the above ideas draw out the dormant inconsistencies of a financial and political 
nature. Additionally, such examinations likewise uncover that general hardship prompting financial 
versatility affects the financial, political and regulatory construction of India.  

Conclusion 

“Dalit short stories” are vivid of the predicament of the oppressed. It is hence normal that an 
author from a “Dalit” foundation will reproduce his encounters in his works. The traditions, customs, 
lifestyle, local language & life in “vas” are portrayed in an original way. The “Dalit” author portrays the 
uncovered reality deprived of every one of its trickeries; he does not have faith in building impractical 
plans, his feet are solidly planted at ground & established in fact. His portrayal in this manner gives a 
distinctive difference to standard short story. “Gujarati & Marathi Dalit short stories” have a clear point 
while the standard short stories don’t. This is why, numerous multiple times standard short stories don’t 
offer anything past easy distraction. Likewise, the expression of “Dalit” writing is totally different; the 
substance is established in strong “social” reality. Someone can find “Marathi & Gujarati Dalit short 
stories” as visually impaired impersonation of western writing for the sake of trial and error. “Marathi & 
Gujarati Dalit” short stories essayists are continuing onward with inventiveness of topic & uniqueness of 
strategies; the subject of impersonation and transformation along these lines doesn’t emerge. The local 
language with its interestingly seasoned words, adages, phrases, creative mind, symbolism, and sayings 
are the solid places of the “Dalit short stories” essayist. The “Dalit” essayist contacts embrace the local 
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etymological subtleties. No standard essayist can profess to have as much responsibility as “Dalit” 
journalists have. The “Dalit” author conveys inside himself the inclination that he is a singular citizen & 
that it is his obligation to pass some message on to society. “Gujarati Dalit short stories” writers are 
engrossed with destroying empty & erode values as well as introducing new qualities in their place. The 
standard authors are the majority un-concerned such a long ways as the above responsibility is still in a 
question. “Dalit” writing started with a plan for upliftment and a campaign against inapproachability. 
Today its boondocks are growing and that’s just the beginning and more from the gathering are 
scrutinizing the mind boggling set of social, monetary and social ways, harping generally on the topic of 
character. The scholars of “Dalit Literature” see that the finish of station framework is fundamental not 
just for an inside and out improvement of our nation, yet additionally for the development of “Dalit 
Literature”. 

In this manner we see that the deep-rooted arrangement of persecution and segregation tracks 
down steadfast resistance in dalit writing. The individuals who had been hushed by those above them 
and by the powers which were outside their ability to control are composing back. Their writing states 
their character and the pride they take in it. They additionally underscore their entitlement to be treated 
as equivalents to their kindred individuals who guarantee themselves to be more equivalent among the 
equivalents. The confiscated, those whose respect was grabbed away are recovering it and they don’t 
hold back even to grab it back from the usurpers viciously. They confirm their personality and mental self-
view over and over in this writing. 
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